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New Features

- Sort staff users by department and school
- Manually pick courses to count towards requirements (Algorithm Override)
- Prioritize courses to count towards requirements (Move courses between requirements)
- Real-time Maintenance/Data update flags in app header
- New constraints:
  - At most X courses with Grade Y or below
  - At most X courses with Grade Y or higher
  - At most X courses with Grade Y
  - At most X courses with Transfer Grades (AP, TR, etc.)
  - X courses from same department (without specifying departments)
  - Enroll in at least n programs that do/do not match the following programs/departments
- Enhanced daily digest emails (for user notifications)
- Allow students to share their plan/audit with unofficial advisors
- Show student department on profile page
- New onboarding (welcome screens) for students
- Ability to change audit version for templates
- Search by remaining requirements (previously, you could only search by remaining courses)
- Option to remove concentration
- Flags courses/placeholders in student plans if they were added from templates
- Activate new students automatically based on university rules

Fixed Issues

- Show total number of units and courses in collapsed view of semester next to year
- Show remaining number for a concentration separately.
- UX bug fix for RepeatX audit constraint
- Show department with program in search results to avoid confusion between programs with the same names offered by multiple departments
- Bug fix in marking notifications as read when user opens them
- Fix jerky sticky navbar on student profile
- Handle two users editing/publishing the audit at the same time
- Past dates are highlighted on hover for readability
- Audit version in university requirement issue
- Semester overload tag is shown for number of courses, or units overload
- 0 vs null course units
- Audit: Exclude courses in the past that didn't receive a grade from counting towards a degree
- Refresh progress bar when immediately if student modifies plan (without manual refresh)
- Remove placeholders from current semester
CMU Specific

- Some transfer courses not showing on main student profile bug fix
- Remove heart icon for interest
- Change “at” to “.” for department of student main audit
- Fix “This page doesn’t exist” error on audits
- New feature: Hidden dates (from students) for admin purposes
- Custom Report: of users that can log in
- Assign permissions on additional majors and minors through qualifier feed
- Allow courses to be added without prereqs
- Ungraded past courses cannot count for requirements
- Apply templates for rollout
- Take concentration into account when testing on student
- Convert SHS files (using DC/MCS audits)
- Replace DC gened slots in templates with the broad parent slots
- Copy shared requirements from one audit to other audits

Visit [www.stellic.com](http://www.stellic.com) for more information about the Stellic planning and advising platform.